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Internet Society™
Internet Society

The mission of the Internet Society is to promote the open development, evolution, and use of the Internet for the benefit of all people throughout the world.
I have a dream ...

of an Open Web Net
the Network effect
when I started on the Net
and now
more functionality

the main difference between

Europe and USA
more functionality
How ‘bout

No recycling

Old machines as servers

Use of plug-ins i/o fatter apps

Damn small linux

Damn small apps

Portableapps: small, runs anywhere

Mobile net devices
Yes, we can

make a difference

by building smaller

smarter

lighter

faster

more excellent

the best

software
A special thanks to

Armijn Hemel (NLUUG)
Fabrice Mous (NOiV)
Fons Kuijk (W3C Benelux)
Marcel Nijenhof (NLLGG)
Michiel Leenaars (Internet Society)
Tristan Nitot (Mozilla)
William Quiviger (Mozilla)

and hosting us: SURFnet
And also

thanks, to you

... enjoy this Mozcamp day ...